Citations are used to give credit to the person who originally wrote the information you are using and to provide readers with references to locate additional information on your topic. If you use any information from your research, such as facts and ideas as well as quotations, you must cite or note the sources in which you found the material. When you use information, ideas, or expressions without acknowledging the person who originally wrote it, you are plagiarizing.

Below are some of the basic formats for the MLA (Modern Language Association) citation style that you can follow for your Works Cited page. Follow the format and punctuation exactly as they appear.

**Book – single author**

Author’s Last Name, First Name. *Title*. Edition [if any]. Place of publication: Publisher, date of publication. Format of publication.


**Book – more than one author**

Author’s Last Name, First Name, and Author’s First Name Last Name. *Title*. Edition [if any]. Place of publication: Publisher, date of publication. Format of publication.

Work in an anthology

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Work Title.” Anthology Title. Edition [if any].
Volume number [if any]. Editor. First Name Last Name. Place of publication:
Publisher, date of publication. Inclusive pages. Format of publication.
Hooker, Thomas. “A True Sight of Sin.” The American Puritans: Their Prose and

Newspaper article

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Newspaper name Day Month Year
published, edition [if any]: Section & page numbers. Format of publication.

Newspaper article from online database

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Newspaper name Day Month Year
published, edition (if any): Section & page numbers. Database name. Format of
publication. Day Month Year of access.
Fletcher, Michael A. “Study Finds Wide Racial Disparity in Death Penalty.” Washington

Magazine article

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Magazine name Date published:
inclusive pages. Format of publication.
Print.
Magazine article from an online database

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Magazine name Date published:
inclusive pages. Database name. Format of publication. Day Month Year of access.


Journal article

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Journal name Volume number.Issue number (Year published): inclusive pages. Format of publication

Print.

Journal article from an online database

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Journal name Volume number.Issue number (Year published): inclusive pages. Database name. Format of publication.


Article from an online magazine

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Name of website. Volume number.Issue number [if given] (Year published) : pages [or n. pag. if no page numbers given]
Format of publication. Day Month Year of access.

Reprinted article

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” *Original Journal name* Volume number.Issue number (Year published): inclusive pages. Rpt. in *Title of Collection*. Editor. Volume number [if any]. Place of publication: Publisher, Date of publication. Inclusive pages. Format of publication.


Article from general encyclopedia

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” *Encyclopedia Title*. Edition [if any]. Year of publication. Format of publication.


Article from specialized encyclopedia

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” *Encyclopedia Title*. Edition [if any].

Editor. Number of volumes. Place of publication: Publisher, year of publication. Format of publication.

Article from online encyclopedia

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Article Title.” Encyclopedia Title. Editor. Publisher, year of publication. Format of publication. Day Month Year of access.


Entire website

Author’s Last Name, First Name. Title of Site. Name of sponsoring institution, Date of electronic publication. Format of publication. Day Month Year of access.


Web page within a larger website

Author’s Last Name, First Name. “Name of page.” Title of Site. Name of sponsoring institution, Date of electronic publication. Format of publication. Day Month Year of access.

Film or Video


Parenthetical Citations Information

In the MLA style, sources are acknowledged by short parenthetical citations in the text instead of numbered footnotes. The parenthetical citation includes just enough information to point the reader to the complete information about the source in the Works Cited list. The parenthetical usually includes the author’s last name (if an anonymous work, the first one or two words from the title) and the page number cited. Leave the author’s name out of the parenthetical if it is clearly stated in your sentence. When your Works Cited list includes more than one work by an author, the parenthetical should include part of the title, i.e. (Nielson, *Hypertext* 141). Note: if the entire work is being acknowledged, or there is no page or paragraph number (as in the case of many online works), incorporate the author’s name into the sentence instead of using a parenthetical.